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The Australian Will Kit is designed to 
assist you to write your own Will 
where your family affairs and 
circumstances are straightforward and 
not complicated.
This Kit explains the guidelines of 
making your own legal Will and some 
of the basic considerations you’ll need 
to take into account. The Kit does not 
provide in depth, detailed 
explanations of the many situations 
that may arise when making your own 
Will.
If you feel you need additional advice 
on legal matters concerning your Will, 
or you feel your circumstances are 
too complicated, the publishers of the 
Australian Will Kit recommend you 
consult a qualified legal practitioner.
Within the constraints of law, every 
person connected with the 
distribution, publishing, writing and 
editing of the Australian Will Kit 
disclaim all liability arising from the 
negligence of the writer, editor or 
publisher of the Australian Will Kit.
Copyright © 2019
All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be 
reproduced, duplicated (except 
copying your completed Will), stored 
in a retrieval system or transmitted in 
any form or by any means electronic, 
mechanical, photocopying, recording 
or any other means or translated into 
another language without prior 
arrangements with or permission of 
the publisher.
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Everybody should have a current legal Will. Many people put off making a Will 
because they prefer not to think about their death. Sooner or later, everyone 
needs a legal Will. The simple fact is, every person over 18 years of age should 
take the time to make a Will and ensure the document is legally valid, up to date 
and safely stored. So how do you make a Will?
First thing to do is read all chapters in the Will Kit. Don’t skim pages or just read the 
bold paragraphs. Read every word on every page before you start writing anything at 
all. Read through the Will Form prior to commencing writing your Will. Practice on 
scrap paper to make sure you have enough room and you know what you want to 
write. It is surprising how writing your thoughts can take more room than first 
expected. Make use of the Step by Step Guide on pages 28, 29 and 30.

Online Will Form
The online Will Form has been specially designed for use with this kit. 

Specialty Will Forms
There are some people who will not be able to use the standard online Will Form. 
People in the following situations require a special Will form which can obtained from 
the the publishers of the Australian Will Kit. These people are:
• Unable to read or write the English language but able to understand;
• Unable to read the English language but able to understand;
• Able to read the English language but unable to write the English language;
• Blind; visually impaired;
• Unable to speak, read or write the English language;
• Unable to sign own name (but can make own mark).

These situations require a different ‘attestation clause’ to be included on the Will form. 
If you need a Specialty Will form for people in these circumstances email us at 
admin@theaustralianwillkit.legal.
Everything you need to write a basic Will is in this kit. Your Will doesn’t need to be 
complicated. Laws in each Australian state/territory may vary, so the Australian Will 
Kit has been written to enable you to write a Will that is legal in Australia.
After you print your Will Form, be extremely careful when signing the Will Form.  If you 
notice an error after the Will has been witnessed, or you would like to make an alteration or 
need to make a change, it is always best to start again with a new form. These errors may 
lead to major legal problems in the future, so play it safe.
If you notice an error prior to signing and witnessing the Will Form, cross it out and initial 
the error. When the Will is being witnessed, your witnesses must initial the error 
also. Do not use block out liquid or correction tape. To ensure you get everything 
correct, have a practice run on scrap paper. This makes it easier for you to transfer 
the correct information on to the official online Will Form.
Legal terminology is kept to a minimum, but if you are not sure, please check the 
glossary on page 46.
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Description of a Will

The official definition of a Will is ‘a legal declaration of a person’s wishes as to 
the disposition of his or her real property and assets after death, usually in 
writing’.
Known as your ‘Last Will and Testament’, your Will outlines what you want to 
happen to your money, property and personal effects when you die. A correctly 
executed, current Will clearly states who you wish to leave your valuable assets to, 
how you would like any minor children or dependants cared for, how you want your 
assets distributed and who you want to be responsible for carrying out your wishes. 
A Will should always distribute, in entirety, everything you own or wish to pass on to 
a person, people, organisation or group of organisations.(See Bequest section on 
page 12)

Good reasons to make a Will

Australian law gives you the right to make a Will, to make sure your assets are 
distributed according to your specific wishes. Preparing your Will while you are still 
enjoying sound mental health means you make these important decisions before it’s 
too late for you to legally record them. 
Writing a Will means you can: 
• Make sure your assets will care for your children and other dependants or whoever you

choose.
• Choose a person or persons to be the executor of your estate who will enact your

wishes by distributing your assets as stated in your written instructions.
• Protect your family from possible heartache that may occur if an unknown executor

handles your estate and stipulate exactly who is to benefit from the Will.

Most people avoid making a Will because they are intimidated by the process. Having 
to write a Will forces us to accept that life is not eternal and we find it easier to avoid 
the task than face that fact. When it comes right down to it, not having a Will is not 
only inconsiderate, but may also cause unnecessary trauma for the people you leave 
behind when you die. Now you may think you have nothing of value to leave but this is 
often far from the truth. Take a look around your home, look at your furniture, your 
belongings, your car, your special ornaments and jewellery, all your bank accounts. 
You’ll be surprised to find how much you actually have. Apart from items of value, 
many of us have family heirlooms and sentimental items that would be treasured by 
other family members, loved ones or friends.
Even if you have made a Will previously, your circumstances may have changed. The 
last thing you would want is for someone who is not in your life anymore to receive 
something precious to you. When your circumstances change, so must your Will.
If you are over the age of majority (18) and capable of managing your own affairs, you 
should make a Will.
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When is it time to update your Will?

Revoking your Will

To revoke your Will means that you ‘cancel’ your Will. Be sure to write a new 
Will as soon as possible after revoking a Will. If you should die before 
making a new Will, you will die ‘intestate’.
Many things may revoke a Will and it is important that you take special note of the 
circumstances that revoke your Will.
When you get married, your previous Will is revoked unless that Will is made to 
include a ‘contemplation of marriage’ clause. See page 6 for further information on 
Contemplation of Marriage.
In all but the Northern Territory and Western Australia, divorce revokes a Will in 
whole or in part. 
You can revoke your Will by writing a legal document stating that you wish your 
Will to be revoked in whole or in part and by signing that document in the same way 
you sign your Will. You will revoke your Will if you tear, burn or destroy your Will 
with the intention of revoking it.
If you revoke your Will for any reason, do it at the same time you prepare your new 
Will. It is usual to not destroy your old Will before the new one is prepared. That is 
the smartest and safest way to ensure you have a legal Will at all times and do not 
die intestate.

Your Will should be updated whenever there is any change in your 
circumstances, in your relationships or if your chosen executor/s is/are unable 
to execute your Will for some reason. Though it is not legally necessary, if your 
witnesses have died since you wrote your last Will, it is safer and best to write 
a new Will.
If you marry, divorce, separate, have children, enter into or end a de facto 
relationship, make a major financial acquisition or experience some change in either 
your financial circumstances or relationships, and you do not wish to die intestate, it is 
important than you make a new Will as soon as possible. Even if you’ve purchased, 
given away or sold a major asset such as a car, house or other items that you’ve 
listed as specific bequests, you should rewrite your Will.

Another situation that may arise is if you or anyone else named in your Will changes 
their name or contact details. Including current and correct information in your Will 
makes it far easier for your executor to carry out your wishes. It is usual to review 
your Will at least every 5 years to completely satisfy yourself that all details are 
correct. 
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When relationships change

Marriage
Marriage will revoke any Will you have made prior to that marriage.
If you are in a relationship with a partner, but not married, and you then write a 
Will, it will become invalid once married, even if your partner is the sole 
beneficiary. The only way around this is to have a clause written into your Will 
that it was made in ‘contemplation of marriage’.

If you want to make a Will prior to marriage when you come to this section in the 
Online Will Form choose YES from the drop down box.  You will then be asked to 
select the appropriate wording and write your intended spouse's name.  When your 
Will Form is complete and it is printed this section will say for example;

This Will is made by me in contemplation of marriage to (insert intended spouse's 
name) but not conditional upon that marriage taking place.

This means that you can make your Will now and it will be valid before you marry 
and after you marry, and if you never end up marrying, then it is still valid.

If you are not contemplating marriage when you are writing your Will, you should just 
choose NO on the Online Will Form and proceed to the next section.  For example, if 
you are already married, then you choose NO because you are not about to get 
married, you already are married.

If you want to make a Will prior to marriage but which takes effect after the 
marriage has taken place, then to avoid any problems you should seek legal advice 
as it is very important that you use the correct wording to specify your precise 
wishes.

The most important thing to remember is that when your circumstances 
change, so should your Will.
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When relationships change

Divorce
In every state except the Northern Territory and Western Australia, the law states that 
your Will is either revoked when you divorce or the section of your Will relating to 
your former spouse is considered null and void. Whatever you leave to your former 
spouse will become part of your residual estate. That’s why it is absolutely vital that 
you write a new Will after a divorce has been legally granted. This ensures you will 
not die intestate and that any beneficiaries, children or dependants are provided for 
as you wish them to be.

Separation
Separation does not revoke a Will. You should write a new Will whenever your 
circumstances change. It is safer to write a new Will in the interim period between 
separation and divorce. It is a good idea to rewrite your Will as soon as possible after 
any separation to ensure your Will represents your current status and feelings. After 
divorce is granted, write a new Will.
Unless you’re living in Western Australia or the Northern Territory, divorce will revoke 
the section of your Will where your former spouse may have benefited. Whatever you 
leave to your former spouse will become part of your residual estate.

De Facto relationships
In the case you’re living in a stable de facto relationship (as husband and wife), that is 
you are not legally married, you have the same rights as if you were married in most 
cases providing there is a Will leaving adequate provision. If you die intestate, the 
laws are very different for people who are married to those in de facto relationships. A 
married couple has immediate interest whereas a defacto couple must have been 
living together for anywhere up to five years (depending on which state or territory you 
live in – check with your probate office) to be a beneficiary. Always write a new Will 
whenever your relationship changes to avoid any problems.

Same sex De Facto couples
In most states, in the event of intestacy (no valid Will) your partner has no entitlement 
to benefits in your estate. Also, if you have a Will and if your partner is not a 
beneficiary of your Will, there is no provision in the relevant inheritance legislation in 
each state or territory for him or her to inherit or make claims on the estate. This is 
another reason why it is important that your Will clearly states your beneficiaries and 
their relationship to you.
If you have written a Will whilst in a de facto relationship, and that relationship ends, 
you may find you need to write a new Will, because any gifts or bequests you left to 
your former partner will still stand. If you do not want this to happen, write a new Will.

Other changes
If you experience a change in the relationships you share with people named in your 
Will and you wish to alter your bequests, you must write a new Will. This is also 
important if you change the relationship with the executor.
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If you die without a Will

One major reason for having a Will is to ensure that your assets will be distributed by 
a person/s of your choice and in the manner, which reflects your wishes.
People who die without a Will are considered to have died ‘intestate’. Under state 
government laws, there is a standard formula used to distribute an intestate persons 
estate. There is a Probate office in each state.

The formula varies according to which state you live in, however, it basically states 
which family relations will become heir to, or benefit from your estate. This formula is 
used where there is an absence of a Will. The formula does not make any allowance 
for how much people meant to you or how prominent they were in your day-to-day 
life. It does not take into consideration the value that you placed on individual 
possessions and who was to receive that special gift. Disputes often occur where 
there is no Will and these painful battles are sometimes fought in Court. Legal action 
is expensive and the cost may come out of your estate. This further reduces the 
amount that ends up going to your loved ones. The only possible way to avoid legal 
battles, family arguments and disagreements is to carefully consider your wishes with 
an accurate list of instructions, and to make sure you have the Will executed 
correctly. It is, without a doubt, the most caring thing you can do to help your family 
and friends cope with the pain of losing you.
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Intestacy

If you die without a valid Will, your assets will be distributed according to the formula 
for intestacy. The intestacy formula may vary in each state or territory, and so it is 
best to check your own state rules by calling the appropriate Probate Office, but the 
general rule is as follows:

If you die intestate and are survived by your spouse and have no children:
Your spouse is entitled to your entire estate. This formula does not take into account 
any other relatives or family such as your parents; your brother or sister; your niece, 
nephew or your close friends.

If you die intestate and are survived by your spouse and your children:
Your spouse will be entitled to the initial $100,000 of the estate and one third of the 
rest of the estate. Children from both past and present marriages are entitled to equal 
shares of the remaining two thirds of the estate. Any minor children will receive their 
entire benefit once they reach the age of majority (18). This does not take into 
account any beneficiaries’ ability to manage the inheritance. Their inheritance is 
available to spend as soon as they turn 18.
If you die intestate and are survived by children and no spouse:
Children from past and present marriages are entitled to equal shares of your estate. 
If children are under eighteen their guardian/s will manage their inheritance until they 
turn eighteen. When minor children turn eighteen they will immediately receive their 
share.

If you die intestate and are survived by your parents and have no spouse or 
children:
Your parent/s are entitled to the whole of your estate. If both parents are alive they 
will receive equal shares. If your parents are separated or divorced, they each will 
receive one half of your estate. If you die intestate and are in a de facto relationship 
the intestacy laws do not recognise a de facto as a spouse, and therefore your de 
facto or your de facto’s dependant/s will not have any claim on your estate.

If you die intestate and are survived by your brother or sister and have no 
spouse, children or parents:
Your siblings are entitled to equal shares of your estate. Again, this does not take into 
account if you are in a de facto relationship.
If you die intestate an Administrator will execute your estate. An administrator can be 
a family member appointed by the court. An administrator is not an executor. An 
administrator has limited powers, (restricted by rules of Probate in your state).
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The executor of your Will must be willing to take on the task of executor and must be 
18 years of age or older. You should not choose an executor who is likely to 
predecease you. When choosing an executor, consider things like their ability to 
manage details, age and health.
The person/s you appoint as executor may move to another country. In this case, it 
can be far simpler to write a new Will. Take into consideration the distance and travel 
time, knowledge to the executor of all beneficiaries’ whereabouts, who have since 
moved from the time you wrote the Will and who have died. All these events can 
cause difficulties for the executor if you do not keep a current Will. 
The person appointed as executor may decide to withdraw  from being your 
executor, either before or after you die. If this happens before you die, you must write 
a new Will naming another executor. If it happens after you die, the executor must 
write a letter of renunciation and lodge it at the Probate Office (see page 45 for 
Probate Office contact details).
You can appoint more than one executor and you’ll find provision on the Will Form 
for this purpose.
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Who should be your Executor?

Who you choose to be the executor of your Will is your choice entirely. There 
are no specific prerequisites needed to handle the task of executor. We 
suggest you choose a person you can trust. 
A beneficiary can be executor, providing the person is 18 years of age or 
older. 
Sometimes, people choose an executor based on the size of the bequests. The 
person inheriting the greatest share is often nominated as executor, unless the 
beneficiary is a minor when you die. 

Example for Married Couples;
If you are married, many people (not all) will nominate their spouse only as Executor 
in the first part of clause 2 on the online Will Form, followed by an alternate executor 
in the second part of clause 2 on the online Will Form, just in case you and your 
spouse die at the same time. Some will appoint their spouse and one, two or all 
children, having them ‘act jointly and severally’. This means the task of executor and 
decisions made in relation to your Will’s wishes are managed by all nominated 
executors together. This also means that where joint executors are appointed, a 
single one executor cannot make a decision without the other executor’s knowledge.
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Who should be Executor?

Example for Singles;
If you are single, you may also appoint anyone as executor taking into consideration 
all of the above. You may wish to appoint a parent or both parents to be executor/s, 
or an older brother or sister, or other person over the age of 18. Remember to 
appoint someone you trust to do the right thing by you. It is normal practice to appoint 
your parents as executor, until you reach an age where your own children are able to 
take over the role of executor. This may not be for another twenty years and your 
circumstances will probably change many times, e.g. Marriage or major purchase etc. 
and you will need to write a new Will.

Adult children
If your children are adults, it is quite acceptable to appoint them as executor/s or the 
alternative executor/s to your spouse. If you have more than one adult child you wish 
to appoint to act jointly, then you should write all their full names and addresses and 
state that they are to act jointly.
Appointing more than one executor will safeguard you if an executor either dies or 
later refuses to accept the role. However, it’s up to you to decide how many 
executors you choose. Also note, when a large number of executors are appointed to 
act jointly, this can slow down the process of executing the Will because all parties 
need to decide, agree and act jointly according to your wishes.

Trust fund for children/minors 
Your executor will also act as a trustee for a trust you might like to set up (in 
clause 8 of the Will form) for the benefit of your children or dependants.
The appointed trustee can administer any trust fund or money you’ve set aside to 
care for your children or dependants. The trustee can be the same person as the 
person you appoint as guardian of your children or it can be someone else you trust 
to accept this responsibility. Remember, the appointment of a guardian in clause 4 of 
the Will form is entirely separate to a trust for minors.
To leave a trust of money/property to a minor, use the specific bequest clause on the 
online Will form. Nominate who is to receive the benefit and how you would like it 
administered. In clause 8 (Trust for Minors), you nominate at what age the beneficiary 
is allowed to gain access to the benefit.

Executor/s identity 
It is important to accurately identify the person/s named as executor/s of your Will. List 
their full name, address, contact numbers and occupation. This will make it easier to 
locate them when it is time for them to fulfil their duties. 

IMPORTANT: An executor cannot be a witness.
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Bequests

Only items you own can be left in your Will. They are known as Bequests. 
Items you do not own, cannot be left in your Will. Bequests are gifts of chattels 
(items you own) that you itemise in your Will. There are Specific Bequests and 
General Bequests.
Making a bequest in your Will involves writing the gift or item to be given, along with 
the beneficiary’s name, their relationship to you, their occupation and full address. For 
instance, “I leave my entire Austrian Crystal collection to my first cousin Mary Louisa 
White, Librarian of 7 Booker Street, Reading, South Australia, 5042”.

Providing full and clear details makes it easier to identify and locate the intended 
beneficiary and leaves no room for family disputes. So what happens if one of your 
beneficiaries dies before you? Whatever you have left to the deceased beneficiary 
becomes part of what is called your residuary estate. The residuary estate consists of 
assets you have not allocated either in specific or general bequests. We discuss 
residuary estates on page 15. Be very careful as you go through your bequests and 
be careful not to leave the same item twice. For instance, you may leave your 
favourite writing desk to your sister as a specific bequest while leaving all your 
furniture to your spouse as a general bequest. To minimise the risk of any arguments 
or challenges, be sure to write that the general bequest of furniture is ‘minus any 
items already bequeathed’. You may also consider including the clause ‘not hereby 
otherwise disposed of”, e.g. “I leave all my furniture not hereby otherwise disposed of 
to my nephew Mark Halloren, Plumber, of 35 Agnes Street,Glebe, New South Wales, 
2037”.
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Specific Bequests

A gift you are going to name individually, identifiable by specific character, 
name, identity or marking is a ‘Specific Bequest’. 
When you give a specific item, such as your laptop computer, a favourite piece of 
furniture, a family heirloom such as a particular watch or brooch or perhaps a 
necklace or other specific piece of jewellery, a specified amount of money or 
percentage of your bank account; to a specific person, group or organisation it is 
called a ‘Specific Bequest’.
To make a specific bequest, describe in detail the item you wish to give as fully as 
possible. You may have a couple of similar watches, one you know a specific relative 
would like and the other is just your day-to-day watch. It is important that you 
describe precisely which watch you wish to bequeath so there is no confusion. Look 
for identifiable characteristics, which distinguish the items. You may like to label them 
or take photographs and name the pictures and either give a copy of that to your 
executor or let him/her know where it can be found. You could keep it with your Will in 
the same envelope, but remember not to staple it to the Will or attach it in any way. 
Just place it in an envelope with the original Will.

You should not try to list every item you own individually in your Will unless there are 
special circumstances. Doing this would make the executor’s task extremely difficult 
and may add to the expense of sorting out your estate. It may also increase the 
possibility of your Will being disputed or contested if you were to sell or give away 
any of the specific items before your death. Remember, if you do not own the item, 
you cannot leave it to anyone.

Gifts of a particular sum of money left to an individual, group of people or 
organisation are called legacies. These are distributed from your estate before 
the general and residuary bequests.
Place legacies under ‘Specific Bequests’ on your Will form. To leave a legacy of
$10,000.00 to your nephew John, for example, write “I leave $10,000.00 to my 
nephew John Lee Simpson, Offset Printer of 20 Prince Street, Sale, Victoria”. Write 
the full name, occupation and full address of the individual or group you are leaving 
the legacy to as well as the amount of money. The main consideration with a legacy 
is to be sure you actually have that amount of money available at the time of your 
death. If you’re not sure of the value of your estate, you can specify a percentage of 
your entire estate rather than a specific fixed dollar amount. 

Bequests of money - Legacies
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General Bequests

When you leave entire groups or clusters of assets such as your entire home 
and contents, all your clothing, all your furniture, all your comic books, your 
entire art collection or all your wine to a person, group or organisation it is 
called a “General Bequest”. 
In most instances, married or de facto couples leave their house and contents to their 
surviving spouse or partner. If the property is in joint names it will not automatically 
pass to the surviving partner, this depends on whether you are ‘Tenants in Common’ 
or ‘Joint Tenants’.  Check your mortgage papers to determine this before you write 
your Will. We discuss more on this on page 21, under Property Ownership. The 
person who inherits the property also inherits the remaining mortgage if there is one, 
so make sure the person you leave your home and property to can service the 
mortgage or they may have to sell the asset. Unless you state otherwise, a car is 
considered to be part of your household furniture. If you wish to leave your car 
specifically to one person, it is a specific gift. If you wish to leave your household 
furniture to a different person, specify this precisely in the Will.

Bequests to Charities

You may wish to leave part or even all of your estate to your favourite charity. 
To avoid misunderstanding or possible dispute, it is very important to clearly 
identify your preferred charity as specifically as possible. Make sure you know 
the complete and correct name and address for the charity of your choice. 
Charities like having the opportunity of thanking donors so if you’re planning to 
support a particular charity in your Will, telephone and let them know in advance. Talk 
to their ‘Bequests Officer’ to get the correct name and address details. This also gives 
the charity the chance to inform you about current projects they are raising funds for 
or how they may use your generous donation.

To leave a charitable bequest, you do this as a specific bequest.  For example when 
writing your specific bequests you could write ..."I give $5,000 to XYZ Charity of 111 
George Street, Sydney NSW 2000".
If you want to leave your entire estate to your chosen charity, leave Clause 5 and 6 
blank and in Clause 7, ‘Residuary Estate’ write “I give my entire residuary estate, not 
otherwise disposed of to (complete name and current address of charity)”.
Charities do change names, merge or sometimes disappear altogether. 
To cover this situation, you should also add the following after your charitable 
bequest: “and if this bequest cannot take effect to the charitable organisation which 
my executor considers most nearly fulfils the objects I intend, then my executor may 
give my charitable bequest to another similar charity”.
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Residual Estate

The 'Residuary Estate' is the area of the Will that takes care of everything not 
allocated to a beneficiry anywhere else in the Will.  You must give away or 
allocate all of your assets. If you don’t, the assets you’ve overlooked will be 
divided according to the formula used for intestacy and you will be considered 
to have died ‘partially intestate’.
The smartest way to avoid any problems is to complete the ‘Residuary clause’, clause 
7 on the online Will Form. This clause allocates any overlooked, unclaimed or 
remaining parts of your estate to the person or organisation of your choice. Items or 
assets you’ve purchased, inherited or have been given since writing your Will that 
have not been allocated to a beneficiary or included in your general or specific 
bequests, will also form part of the residuary estate. 
Gifts allocated to beneficiaries who predecease you, also move to the residuary 
estate.
You’ll need to nominate a beneficiary of your residuary estate in clause 7. You will 
also need an alternate beneficiary. Most people nominate, in the first instance, their 
spouse or very close family member to receive their residuary estate.

Simply name the individual, persons or organisation you wish to receive your 
residuary estate. (Remember to include their full name, address details and 
occupation). For  example write; "I give the residue of  my estate not otherwise 
disposed of by this Will to John Lee Simpson, Mechanic of 20 Prince Street, Sale, 
Victoria”. You will then need to nominate an alternative beneficiary of the residuary 
estate, in case your first choice predeceases (dies before) you. Do this in the second 
part of clause 7, again, include full name, address details and occupation.
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Beneficiaries

The people you nominate in your Will to receive items from your estate are 
called Beneficiaries. A beneficiary can be an individual person, persons or 
group of people or an organisation.
To help your executor locate beneficiaries, name them clearly in your Will. Include 
their full name, occupation and address. You should also consider their 
circumstances when deciding what gift you wish to give. If your son lives in an inner 
city apartment with no garden, he will probably have no use for your 12 person 
outdoor furniture setting.
If a beneficiary dies before you, items given to them could form part of your residuary 
estate, or you can make a new Will naming a different beneficiary.

Disinheriting relatives
If you leave dependants out of your Will or you do not leave them as much as they 
expect, they are able to apply for a proportion of your estate for their maintenance. If 
you want to disinherit a close relative such as a child or spouse, write “I leave my 
son/daughter/spouse nothing in this Will”. This way the relative knows they weren’t 
overlooked or forgotten.
If you are advancing in years or suffering from illness or stress when making your 
Will, relatives not mentioned at all may dispute your Will on the basis of your mental 
state, so it’s better to state that you fully intended to disinherit the person than leave 
your Will open to legal challenge. If you suspect a relative may challenge the validity 
of your Will, you may take steps to limit their chances of success. We recommend 
you seek the advice of a qualified legal professional to find out what options are 
available to you. The laws relating to this area vary from state to state so it is 
important that you seek professional advice.

Australian Will Kit 16
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A guardian is the person you choose to care for your children or dependants if 
they are left without a surviving parent. If you do not stipulate a guardian for 
your minor children, the court may appoint one for you. This person may not 
be someone you personally approve of.
Who you choose for this important task is totally up to you. A couple of major 
considerations you should think about carefully are the children’s wishes, who they 
get along with and that the person you choose will have full responsibility for your 
children until they turn 18 years of age. It is important to discuss your choice and the 
implications of the guardian role with the person before putting their name onto your 
online Will form.
Natural parents have custody of their own children. If one parent dies, the other 
carries on custody by default. There is no need to write your spouse as guardian if 
the spouse is the natural parent of the child.
If you are separated or divorced from the other natural parent, and you die, the other 
natural parent will normally receive automatic guardianship even if you nominate 
your current spouse as guardian in your Will.
Remember, if you want to specifically state certain conditions for the guardian to 
follow, you must make sure you have made those wishes known to the intended 
guardian. Also, as future conditions are out of anyone’s control, your wishes may not 
be able to be followed exactly, for example, you may want your child to go to a 
particular school and you leave enough money in your Will, but the school may 
close, burn down or be full at enrolment time. Your nominated guardian may have to 
move interstate for work purposes.
The very best of intentions can go astray for many reasons, so be practical with 
your guardian instructions.
When choosing a guardian, many people will nominate two people to ‘act jointly’ In 
this case, be quite sure that the two people you choose both want the responsibility 
and have the capability. You will also notice on the Will Form there is provision for 
an alternate guardian. This is in case your first choice/s decide not to take on the 
role of guardian after you die.

IMPORTANT:
A guardian can be the executor of the Will. A person you nominate as a guardian 
cannot be a witness.
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Trust for Minors

A ‘trust for minors’ is used to keep benefits; assets or gifts of money, that you want 
to leave to minors in trust until they reach an age you want to specify.
The Executor of the Will is in charge of the trust.
You can use clause 8 on the Will form to state at what age you wish minor 
beneficiaries to receive their share of your estate. The trust gives your executor the 
necessary power to provide money for their benefit when they reach the age you 
choose. The age you choose is up to you.
When thinking about this, you may want to consider that many children seeking 
highter education will need to access funds to enter college or university before they 
reach the age of majority (18). 

Minors access to trust assets before the age of 18
If you leave any item or bequest to a minor beneficiary in any part of the Will, 
(including Specific Bequests, General Bequests and the Residuary Estate) and you 
use clause 8, the minor beneficiary generally does not have access to any benefit 
you have left them until they reach the age you nominate in clause 8.
IMPORTANT: You need to know that if you leave minors a benefit in trust, they may 
apply to the executor for funds. The executor will have the power to release the funds 
if deemed necessary. 

Access to trust assets after the age of 18.
Once the beneficiary turns 18, they may access their entitlement by applying to the 
executor or through the court, even if you have stated an older age on your Will.
The Australian Will Kit is not intended for complex testamentary trust provisions and if 
you wish to include more detailed instructions, you should seek professional 
guidance.
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A Codicil is an amendment to your existing Will. If you want to amend your 
Will after it has been written and witnessed, you need to add a codicil. A 
Codicil must be formally completed in the same way a Will is executed.
The codicil MUST be kept with the original Will. This is a page that is signed and 
witnessed that outlines the amendments you wish to make to your original Will. 
There is a danger however, that additional codicil pages may be misplaced or 
separated from the original Will document. It is safer to write a new Will when you 
want to make changes or alterations. Adding multiple codicils as years go by makes 
the job of your executor substantially harder and there’s also the possibility of 
conflicting bequests or instructions. When you write a new legal Will, you immediately 
revoke all Wills prepared before that, so your new instructions and wishes overtake 
those made before. You will find it is better to write a new Will rather than attempt to 
write a Codicil without seeking legal advice. 

Need more space?
If you find you cannot fit all your information onto the online Will Form in the 
space provided for each clause, you can add extra pages.

For instance, you may find you need more space for your ‘specific bequests’. So 
when you get near the end of Clause 5 leave enough room to write “to be continued 
on page X”. On a fresh piece of paper write “page X” followed by “continuation of 
Clause 5”. Then list your additional bequests, you can hand write this or you 
can do this on your computer and print it. (See Sample Extra Page on page 20.)
Page X refers to the next numbered page after your Will. Your Will Form will print out 
on two (2) pages. So the next page you add would be Page 3, then the next page 
after that would be Page 4 etc.
These additional pages must be signed and witnessed along with the rest of your Will 
or they will not be considered part of the legal document. Use the same pen. Date 
and sign the extra page in the same way as the Will. You must use the same 
witnesses, and to be on the safe side, ensure the witnesses’ details are written 
exactly the same as on the Will Form. Another very important thing is not to mark the 
additional page in any way. That means no staples, pins, push through buttons or any 
form of attachment device whatsoever. Simply leave the additional page or pages 
loose, perhaps in an envelope, with your completed Will. This is extremely important 
so we’ll repeat it again. Do NOT attach loose pages to your Will Form with staples, 
pins, paper clips or any other attachment device. 
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Example: Extra page

Instructions to create an extra page appear on page 19. Take a moment to read 
them. It is important you execute ‘extra pages’ correctly.

Page X
Continuation of clause X (insert clause number)

Testator to sign here.

Witnesses to sign here.

Have your witness 
write their name, 
address and 
occupation, then 
have them sign the 
extra page after 
you (the testator) 
have signed.
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There are two ways in which you can own a property asset with someone else: 
as a ‘joint tenant’ or as a ‘tenant in common’. It is important you understand 
how your property asset is owned.

As a Joint Tenant
Joint tenants must own an equal share in the property.
If you are a joint tenant, your share of the joint property passes to the surviving joint 
tenant or tenants when you die. You cannot leave your share to somebody else. You 
have no choice. If you are a joint tenant, you can only give your share of the property 
to the other joint tenant or tenants. Your share is not regarded as an asset of your 
estate.

As Tenants in Common
As a tenant in common, you may leave your share in a property in your Will as you 
wish. As a tenant in common, when you die, your share of your property becomes an 
asset of your estate. 
It is possible to change property ownership, contact your bank or the Lands Titles 
Office in your State or Territory for more details.

Blank Clauses

When you are writing your Will, you may decide a particular clause is not 
relevant to you.
If this is the case when you print your Will Form at the end simply put a line through 
any area of the Will Form that doesn’t apply to you. This prevents any other person 
from inserting their own provisions into your Will. As you are doing this prior to 
witnessing the Will and it is not an error or alteration, you do not need to have this 
witnessed.

Contact details change
The reason you provide the address and occupations for people named in your Will 
is to assist your executor to locate the correct people. If your executor has to contact 
a beneficiary, say John Black, school teacher, of 5 Delamere Avenue, Springfield, 
your executor will want to ensure they have located the correct beneficiary named in 
the Will and is the correct John Black, who lived at that address when the Will was 
written.

Overseas Property
If you have property (land or buildings) assets in another country, you may need to 
dispose of those assets in a way that is legally valid in that country. You will need a 
Will that is accepted in that country by the laws of that country. If the assets are in 
another country, contact the country’s Embassy or Consulate to find out the best way 
to deal with those assets.
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Capital Gains Tax

If a person makes a capital gain from the sale of assets that are part of your 
estate, capital gains tax rules apply.
Capital gains tax applies if a capital gain is made as a result of selling certain assets 
that were part of an estate. Capital gains tax is the tax that is paid on any profit from 
the sale of certain assets. There is no separate tax, it is included in the personal 
annual income tax return of the person who made the profit.
Capital Gains Tax (CGT) rules apply on any Capital gain or loss made from the 
disposal of an asset acquired on or after 20 September 1985. So if your executor or a 
beneficiary, disposes of an asset received from your estate, they may have to pay 
Capital Gains tax. Assets subject to CGT, but not limited to include; boats, furniture 
over $10,000.00 in value per piece, investment property, jewellery purchased for 
more than $500.00 and units in unit trusts, a distribution from other trusts. Let’s say a 
beneficiary receives a windfall from a bequest of shares or real estate. When the 
beneficiary sells the inherited asset they will be legally responsible to pay the capital 
gains tax on any profits when it is sold.
Generally, there is no CGT on family motor vehicles (holding less than 9 passengers) 
or motorcycles.
Usually, CGT is not applied to assets acquired prior to September 20, 1985. Transfer 
of property ownership from a deceased estate to a beneficiary does not constitute a 
sale therefore no CGT is paid on that transaction. However, if your beneficiary 
decides to sell that asset, CGT rules will then apply.
If your beneficiary is a tax advantaged entity or person, for example a tax-exempt 
charity or church or a non-resident beneficiary, capital gains tax is to be paid by your 
estate. Charitable bequests that are donations of cash do not attract capital gains tax. 
For the purposes of capital gains tax, joint tenants are treated as tenants in common, 
owning equal shares. 
Capital gains tax is a complex area. For more information, talk to your financial 
representative, accountant or the nearest tax office. You’ll find several free 
publications are available on this topic through the Australian Tax Office. Telephone 
132 861. The ATO has a web site; www.ato.gov.au , well worth checking if in doubt 
about any CGT or other tax issues.
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What is Probate?

When a Will of a deceased person is proven to be valid in Court, it’s often 
referred to as Probate. Grants of Probate and Administration are also known as 
Grants of Representation. The Probate Office is part of the Supreme Court.
An executor of a Will must attend to probate if the Will involves the transfer of 
property, if banks or financial institutions require probate or if there is a dispute over 
the inventory or contents of the Will. Note: Where funeral expenses are to be paid 
from the estate and when a Grant of Probate is required, the only asset that can be 
dealt with during the probate process is the bank account.
To access the bank account, the executor will need to supply the bank with the 
funeral account, a death certificate and a copy of the Will. Normally a direct payment 
will go from the bank to the funeral home. The funeral director will be able to help the 
executor obtain a death certificate by providing the necessary application form. This is 
signed by the executor and forwarded to the Registrar of Births, Deaths and 
Marriages.
If Probate is not required, the bank may ask the executor to sign an indemnity before 
releasing funds. We’ve provided a list of addresses and phone numbers for Probate 
offices throughout the country on page 45.
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Can a Will be contested?

As a general rule, the answer is yes, any Will that you make may be contested. 
However, there are conditions.
A person who feels they have a right to benefit from your Will can contest a Will.
A Will can be challenged on the grounds that it doesn’t include someone ‘for whom 
the deceased had responsibility to make provision’. For example if you financially 
support, or have a dutiful obligation to a person and you leave them out of your Will 
they may be able to show a court they have a claim on your estate.

Once your children turn 18 there is no longer any obligation on your part, as a parent 
or parents, to support them. If you leave an adult child out of your Will that you no 
longer support financially, he/she/they do not necessarily have a claim. Only if they 
can show a court that they were financially dependant on you can they attempt a 
claim.
Any family member of the deceased may also challenge the Will. However, being a 
relative alone is not enough for the claim to be successful – they would also have to 
show that the deceased was obliged to provide adequately for them in the Will. As 
an example; John’s father died and left the house to John on condition John’s 
mother live in the house until she dies. John’s mother is still living in the house. John 
dies; he bequeaths the house to his wife, omitting to leave provision in the Will for 
his mother. John’s wife decides to sell the house and John’s mother is left with 
nowhere to live. John’s mother has grounds for contesting the Will.
If a person dies without a Will, intestacy laws determine how that person’s assets will 
be divided amongst surviving family members. The law allows for certain family 
members to receive a defined percentage of the assets. People often make 
assumptions about the distribution of assets, only to find they do not receive what 
they believed they were entitled to. For further information on intestacy see page 9.
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Witnessing your Will

More often than not, you will write your Will when the witnesses are not present. You 
must not date and sign the Will until the witnesses are present and are watching you 
do so. It is vital that this procedure be followed, after all, it is the witnesses’ task to 
‘witness’ you signing the Will only. The witnesses do not need to know what is written 
in your Will. There is no reason to show them (unless you want to), as the witnesses 
are independent of the Will, there is normally no need for them to see its contents.
If your will is to be challenged, it will involve the Probate Court. This is a section of the 
Supreme Court. The witnesses are called upon if the validity of your Will is 
challenged or disputed after your death.
You do not need a Bank manager, Justice of the Peace or anyone official to witness 
your Will as many people believe. You only need two adults with full mental capacity 
to bear witness to the signing of your Will.

Beneficiaries should not be witnesses
While it is permissible in some states for a witness to also be a beneficiary we strongly 
suggest you avoid this.  It is important that your witnesses or the partner of a witness 
are also not a beneficiary in your Will.
The impartiality and independence of your witnesses is important, particularly if your 
Will is contested in court. If your witnesses are seen to benefit from your Will, their 
motives could be questioned and they could be accused of having put some 
unscrupulous persuasion on the testator. The witness could be accused of using their 
position to obtain a larger share of your estate.
It is advisable in all cases not to use a witness who is a beneficiary, as in some 
Australian states, a witness who is a beneficiary will lose their benefit from the Will 
completely.
If you need more space to list your bequests, you’ll need to add an extra page, these 
pages must also be signed, witnessed and dated in the same format as the Will Form. 
If you make a mistake on your Will form prior to signing it, you must initial the mistake 
and have your witnesses initial the mistake, next to or as close as possible to your 
initials as well.
If you have already signed and witnessed your Will, and you want to alter anything 
after this point, it is advisable to write a completely new Will. (Remember, it is a good 
idea to practice on scrap paper before filling out the Online Will Form.)
The writer (testator) and all witnesses of the Will should all use the same pen to sign 
and date the Will Form and any additional pages.  All three people (that is you and 
both your witnesses) must be present at the same time to sign and witness the Will. 
This is an extremely important legal step. If your Will is contested or disputed, the 
signing and witnessing procedure will be questioned and if you do not follow the 
correct process, your Will may be invalid. Make sure the witnesses write their details 
clearly on the form after their signature on the last page of the Will Form.
IMPORTANT: An executor cannot be a witness.
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How to Sign your Will

All parties must be present in the same place, at the same time, to sign 
the Will. After you have completed your online Will, the Will must be 
printed, signed and witnessed on all pages using the same pen.
You do not need a Bank Manager, Justice of the Peace or anyone official to witness 
your Will as many people believe. You only need two adults with full mental capacity 
to bear witness to the signing of your Will. Your witnesses or their partners should 
not be beneficiaries of your Will. This ensures their impartiality and protects them 
from accusations of undue influence should your Will be contested after your death.
Signing the Will correctly is vital. All additional pages or codicils added to your Will 
need to be signed by you and both your witnesses. Signing with the same pen is not 
a legal requirement, but it is a way to safeguard the integrity of the signing process. 
It’s a good idea to use a black or dark blue pen. Never ever, use a pencil as this can 
be easily erased.
While it is not a requirement that each page of the will is signed, it is a good idea to 
sign and date each page of the Will and all additional pages so there can be absolute 
certainty that all pages form part of your Will and that extra pages have not been 
inserted, removed or replaced some time after the will was executed.
You and your two witnesses should sign each page of the Will Form at the bottom, 
on the last page your witnesses must sign and write their full name, address and 
occupation, taking turns using the signing pen. Everyone involved, that is you as the 
Will writer, and both of your witnesses MUST be present together to sign the Will 
Form. (See page 25).

Mistakes

To avoid making mistakes, practice on spare paper before commencing writing your 
Will. Any mistakes made on the Will form prior to signing the Will, must be initialled 
by you as close as possible to the mistake and your witnesses must initial as close as 
possible to your initials.
If you notice a mistake after your Will has been signed and witnessed, it’s best to 
rewrite your Will.
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� Read through the entire Australian Will Kit before you type or write anything.

� Practice writing your Will on another piece of paper first.

� Change your Will when your circumstances or relationships change.

� Choose an executor who is over 18 years of age.

� Give serious thought to who you would like to name as guardian for any children
or dependants and speak to that person before putting their name into your Will.

� Choose two adults with full mental capacity to witness your Will.

� Make a list of your assets on a piece of paper before you type anything into your
online Will form.

� Make a list of all your specific bequests and your general bequests.

� Obtain full contact details and correct names for everyone you wish to mention in
your Will.

� Be sure to complete Clause 7, the residual clause.

� Do not attach any additional pages, codicils or other documents to your Will.

� Ascertain your property ownership status.

� Be informed of capital gains tax and how it may impact beneficiaries of your
estate.

� Sign your Will in the presence of both witnesses using the same pen.

� Store your completed Will in a safe place, preferably not your home.

� Keep additional pages in a folder with your Will, loose and not attached to the Will
document in any way.

� Give a copy of your will to your executor marked ‘copy’.

� If you require any legal advice regarding your Will, see a qualified legal
professional.
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Will Form - Step by Step Guide

Use this Step by Step Guide to help you complete your Online Will Form.
Every numbered clause in the Online Will Form has a corresponding 
explanation paragraph. You’ll also find a sample completed Will on pages 31 
and 32 to use as a guide.
It would be a good idea to have a note pad or some paper handy to write down notes 
or to practice on. 
To start, select the date and write in your name details.  Write in your address where 
you currently reside.  Write your email address - PLEASE ENSURE YOU SPELL 
YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS CORRECTLY - this is where your completed Will is going to 
be sent.

If you are getting married shortly
If you are contemplating marriage in the near future, choose yes from the drop down 
box, you will then be asked to select wording in Part 1, then write the full name of your 
intended spouse in Part 2, and select the wording in Part 3. This is so that your 
intention to marry will be noted and your Will is valid before and after you marry. For 
more information on contemplating marriage see page 6.
If you are not contemplating marriage, just choose no and go to the next section.

This next part is not on your Online Will Form – but it will print so you should be aware 
of it.
1. I revoke all previous Wills and testamentary dispositions;
This clause means that this Will becomes your current Will and any other Will or 
codicils are no longer applicable, that is they are revoked to make way for this new 
Will.  There is no need to do anything here.  This does not appear on the Online Form 
as you fill it in, but it will appear on your printed Will Form.

2. Appointment of a Trustee (Executor);
This is where you identify who you wish to act as your executor or executors of your 
estate.  See pages 10 & 11 for detailed information on executors.  You can write one 
or more executors here if that is your wish. Make sure the person you appoint as 
executor/s has given you their consent. Remember, when a large number of 
executors are appointed, this can slow down the process of executing your Will 
because all parties need to decide, agree and act jointly, see Page 11.
Once you have decided, write the name, address, occupation and contact details of 
the person/s you wish to act as executor/s.
Alternate Executor
It is wise to name an alternate executor, just in case your first chosen executor/s 
cannot accept the responsibility for any reason.  You can write one or more executors 
here also. Write the name, address, occupation and contact details of the person/s 
you wish to act as alternate executor/s.
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Will Form - Step by Step Guide

3. Disposal of Body Directions;
This is where you can state if you wish for your body to be used for medical research 
purposes after your death. Please select one of the options from the drop down box.

4. Guardianship;
A guardian is the person you choose to care for your children or dependents if they are 
left without a surviving other NATURAL parent.  Who you choose for this important task 
is totally up to you. See page 17 for detailed information on who can be a guardian.
To appoint a guardian, write the name, address, occupation and contact details of the 
person/s you wish to act as guardian/s.
Alternate Guardian/s
If your first chosen guardian/s cannot act for any reason you can choose an alternate 
guardian/s. Write the name, address, occupation and contact details of the person/s 
you wish to act as alternate guardian/s.

5. Specific Bequests;
This is where you outline particular items you wish to give to particular people and are 
what we call ‘specific bequests’. For important information on bequests, refer to pages 
12,13 and 14. Also include any financial legacies in this clause (refer page 13).
To leave a specific bequest, write the specific item you want to give and to whom 
below, write the full name, address and occupation of the beneficiary.
If you need more space, see page 19 for exact details before you commence.

6. General Bequests;
This is where you write your general bequests. These are categories of assets, groups 
of assets or collections. Refer to the ‘example will’ and pages 12,13 and 14 for detailed 
information.
To leave a general bequest, write the bequest you want to give and to whom below, 
write their full name, address and occupation of the beneficiary.
If you need more space, see page 19 for exact details before you commence.

7. Residuary Estate;
Any part of your estate not bequeathed in any other part of the Will automatically falls 
into your Residuary Estate. This is where you say to whom you wish to give the 
remainder of your estate. See page 15 for detailed information.
Decide who will be the beneficiary of your residuary estate. Write their full name, 
address details and occupation.
Alternate residuary estate
If your first beneficiary of your residuary estate predeceases (dies before) you, you 
need to nominate an alternative. Decide who will be the alternate beneficiary of your 
residuary estate. Write their full name, address details and occupation.
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Will Form - Step by Step Guide

8. Trust for Minors or contingent beneficiaries;
You can use this clause to state at what age you wish minor beneficiaries to receive 
their share of your estate. It gives your executor the necessary power to provide money 
for their benefit when they reach the age you choose. See page 18 for more detailed 
information.
To stipulate the age you wish minors to receive their share from the Will, write the age.
The Australian Will Kit is not intended for involved or intricate testamentary trust 
conditions and if you wish to include more detailed instructions, you should seek 
professional guidance.

9. Simultaneous Death clause;
A Will has to cover many unforeseen situations, which is why this Clause is important.  
Simultaneous Death is a term used to describe situations where your spouse or any 
other heir dies within a determined number of days. The number of days is entirely up 
to you, a suggested 30 days is usual. For example, if your spouse was to die 
simultaneous (at the same time) to you, or your spouse or any beneficiary was to die a 
few days later, or within the nominated 30 day period, this clause will take effect. Also 
your estate may avoid extra legal costs and administrative complications for the 
executor by enforcing this clause. This normally only applies to a husband or wife, a de 
facto partner or to children who travel with you often.
To stipulate the age you wish beneficiaries to have died at the same time as you, write 
the number of days.

Signing the Will Form
After you click the “Create Will Now” button, your Will will be created and sent to your 
email address in just minutes. If you have missed any compulsory fields (marked with *) 
these will be outlined in red and you will need to go back and populate those missed 
fields, then click the button again.
Once you receive your completed Will to your email address, open and print the form.  
Print your Will on clean A4 white paper. Print any other extra pages that you may have 
also.  DO NOT SIGN ANYTHING YET.
Detailed instructions on how to sign the Will and who should be present are contained 
on pages 25 and 26.  

Attestation and Witness
There must be two witnesses, and they must both be present at the same time as each 
other. In other words, both your witnesses and you need to be present when you date 
and sign the Will Form. Details on witnessing the Will are on page 25 and 26.
Have your witnesses sign their names on the lines provided on page 1 and page 2 of 
the Will Form. If you have added any extra pages they should sign the extra pages at 
the same time. Have your witnesses write their details clearly under their signature in 
the spaces provided on Page 2 of the Will Form. When you and both your witnesses 
have signed all the pages your Will becomes a legal document. Congratulations, you 
have completed your Will.
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Example completed Will - Page 1
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Example completed Will - Page 2
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Will Storage
When your Will is required, it must be easily located by your Executor. Be sure to 
choose a storage place that is secure and accessible before your death by you, and 
after your death by your executor. It is strongly advised that you do not keep your 
Will in your own home or the premises in which you live.
If you keep your Will in your own home and the home is destroyed by fire, your 
Will is likely to be useless or never found.
There are many ways you can store your Will. You may select from any one of 
several choices depending on your preference. Many people prefer to store their Will 
with their bank along with their mortgage papers. Some banks will do this free of 
charge. Check with your bank. Many banks provide safety deposit boxes. There is 
usually a fee attached to this service so again, check with your bank.
You can open the box/envelope under both your name and the name of your 
executor/s. This will give your executor authorised access when the time is right. 
Even if the box/envelope is in your name only, in many cases (but not all) your 
Executor simply has to produce written proof that he/she is the executor named in the 
Will and they should still be able to gain access. They could do this by showing a 
copy of the Will and their own identification papers.
Of course, you should have copies made of your completed Will (once it has been 
signed by you and your two witnesses). You should not need more than two copies. 
Store one with your personal papers so you can refer to it as you desire. If you are 
appointing an executor to hold your original Will, then obviously you will not need to 
give the executor a copy. However, if you are opening a safety deposit box with joint 
opening rights at the bank for you and your executor, then it is wise to provide a copy 
to your executor. Make sure either your executor, family or trusted friends know 
where your Will is kept. Give a copy of your Will to your executor if he/she/they are 
not in possession of the original Will.
IMPORTANT: To clearly identify copies from the original, mark “copy” on the copies 
but do not write “original” on the original Will.
A PDF copy of a Will is not regarded as the ‘Original Will’. Copies of your completed 
Will are for your use only, they are not to be presented as the original Will. 
A very inexpensive way to store your Will is to keep a copy at home for yourself to 
review as time goes by. Give the original Will to your executor (as long as they do not 
reside with you). Do not keep the original Will at your own home where you live. If you 
provide your original Will to be stored with your executor, and his/her premises burn 
down, you can simply write a new Will. As many people find, this is the most cost 
effective way to store your Will, which allows easy and quick access to the original 
Will.
If your written funeral wishes are with your Will, it is vital that the document be quickly 
located following your death. Chances are your funeral will be held 3 - 7 days after 
your death. Funeral arrangements need to be made almost immediately by your 
executor. If your executor cannot find your Will before the funeral, he or she may not 
be able to carry out your wishes and this could cause unnecessary distress to your 
family and friends. The executor will need to notify friends and relatives of funeral 
arrangements and therefore, it will be wise to have those details with your Will.
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Here is a checklist to help your executor with his/her duties.

□ Notify family, friends and work place of death.
□ Contact funeral director to arrange funeral. Check if funeral has been prepaid.
□ Check Will for special instructions regarding funeral.
□ Place a funeral notice in the newspaper advising funeral arrangements

(funeral director will help you with this).
□ Check that the Death Certificate has been applied for. See page 44 for more 

details.
□ Inform all creditors and financial institutions of the death by calling them, they 

may ask you to supply evidence (eg electricity, gas, water, telephone, bank, 
finance companies (credit card, leases and loans, etc.), Australian Tax Office, 
Centrelink, internet supplier, insurers (health, property and life), subscriptions 
and superannuation funds. Also check if property and vehicle insurance is 
current. It’s your job to protect the assets at this time. 

□ Check for bills lying around or bills that have been emailed (email access may 
require a password) like paid television or rental appliances – these may also be 
on direct debit, so check statements as they arrive. 

□ Forward mail addressed to the deceased to your address by visiting the Post 
Office.

□ Obtain the original Will. Photocopy it for all beneficiaries and any other  parties 
that may require it. Store the original Will safely, being extremely careful not to 
mark it with pen marks, staples, pins, paper clips or storing it near anything that 
could damage the original document.

□ Apply for Grant of Probate if necessary. See page 23 for details.
□ Locate all bank records and information regarding assets so you can compile a 

complete financial record.
□ Make a list of all assets and arrange for them to be safely stored until distributed 

according to the Will.
□ Collect any money owed to the estate and pay all valid debts.
□ Call a meeting of family and friends to talk about the Will and the distribution of 

the estate.
□ If there is a difference of opinion that cannot be resolved with your mediation, 

seek legal advice before you start to distribute any part of the estate.
□ A tax return for the current financial year will need to be lodged as usual.
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People to inform of my Death

It is a good idea to write a list of people to notify upon your death. You should 
make this list on a clean sheet of A4 paper.  You can hand write it or type it if you 
prefer. Make the heading "People to inform of my death". You should list the 
name, address, contact details and their relationship to you. This can include 
family, friends and work colleagues, anyone that you wish to be informed. Your 
executor can contact them and let them know of your passing and advise them of 
funeral information.  
You should store this list with your Will. Do not attach it to your Will, do not use 
staples, pins, push through buttons or any form of attachment device whatsoever. 
Simply leave this additional page or pages loose but it can be stored with your 
Will.
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Your executor will need to know your key contacts and personal details. You 
should make a list on a clean sheet of A4 paper, you can hand write it or type it if 
you prefer. Make the heading "Key contacts and personal details". This list 
should contain;

 Your full name

 Your address and telephone number

 Your date of birth

 Your tax file number

 Your drivers licence number

 Location of your will

 Location of your birth certificate and any other relevant certificates e.g. 
Marriage/Divorce

 Name of Executor/s (include address, telephone and email) and any other 
relevant details

 Name of lawyer (include address, telephone and email)

 Name of family doctor (include address and telephone)

 Name of Accountant or Financial Advisor (include address, telephone and 
email)

 Religious information, include place of worship and name of minister

 Any access codes or passwords that your Executor may require

 Any other additional information

You should store this list with your Will. Do not attach it to your Will, do not use 
staples, pins, push through buttons or any form of attachment device 
whatsoever. Simply leave this additional page or pages loose but it can be 
stored with your Will.
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Asset Inventory

Your executor will need to know about your assets. It is a good idea to make a list of 
your assets on a clean sheet of A4 paper, you can hand write it or type it if you prefer. 
Use the heading "Asset Inventory". Remember, assets are items that you own and 
can be left in your will as bequests. This list should contain;

 Bank details - include BSB and account number

 Investments - include bank, branch and account number

 Safety deposit box/security envelope - include bank and branch

 Shares and debentures - include company and all other relevant details

 Real estate - include address and location of title deed/rental contracts for
every property you own

 Insurance - include the name of the company and the type of policy and the
policy number

 Superannuation - include the name of the company and the type of policy
and the policy number for all funds you have.

 Motor vehicle - include make and model, registration number and approx
value

 Any other additional assets

You should store this list with your Will. Do not attach it to your Will, do not 
use staples, pins, push through buttons or any form of attachment device 
whatsoever. Simply leave this additional page or pages loose but it can be 
stored with your Will.
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Debts and Liabilities

Your executor will need to know about your debts and liabilities. It is a good idea to 
make a list of your debts and liabilities on a clean sheet of A4 paper, you can hand 
write it or type it if you prefer. Use the heading  "Debts and Liabilities" .  This list 
should contain;

 Real estate loans - include bank, branch and loan number/s

 Personal loans - include bank, branch and loan number/s

 Credit cards - include bank/institution, credit card number and expiry date

 Taxes owed - include details of amounts owed and any payment plans you have
entered into with the ATO

 Additional debts and liabilities - include the details of any other amounts that you
owe and include company/bank/institution, account number/s

You should store this list with your Will.  Do not attach it to your Will, do not use 
staples, pins, push through buttons or any form of attachment device whatsoever. 
Simply leave this additional page or pages loose but it can be stored with your Will.
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Superannuation
Most people have a superannuation fund or a fund that your employer pays into on a 
regular basis or a private fund that you have set up yourself. You may have more 
than one superannuation fund.
It is considered that you are a member of the fund. You do not own it. The owner of 
your superannuation fund is the trustee of the fund. The trustee in this case is the 
company or institution where your superannuation fund is held. This means that, as 
you do not own it, you cannot bequeath it to someone. The trustees will distribute 
your superannuation in accordance with the terms of the superannuation deed.
That is not to say that your estate will not receive your benefit from your 
superannuation fund, it will depend on whom you have named as the beneficiary 
when you set up the fund. For example, if you have named a beneficiary for your 
superannuation fund then, upon your death, the beneficiary will receive that benefit. It 
will not fall into your estate and therefore you cannot leave it to anyone in your Will. 
You cannot bequeath the same asset twice.
If you are not sure who the beneficiary of your superannuation fund is please check 
with the trustee of your fund.
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Funeral Instructions

Some people have very definite views on how they wish their own funeral to 
be conducted. It can be very helpful for your surviving family and friends if 
you have written down your specific instructions.

It is a good idea to make a list of your funeral instructions on a clean sheet of A4 
paper, you can hand write it or type it if you prefer. Use the heading  "Funeral 
Instructions."  
You should include information about whether you want a burial or a cremation and 
your wishes of your desired location to rest at. You should include information of any 
funeral packages you have purchased and include company, address, telephone, 
account number and any other relevant information.  
On the next page is an example of a funeral instructions page, you can copy the 
example format if you wish, you do not need to put in the choices as we have, you 
just need to write what your choice or preferences are.  When you have completed 
your Funeral Instructions page keep this form loose with your Will and other 
documents.  Alternately you could give it to your Executor.  If you decide not to give it 
to your Executor and you keep it yourself with your Will and other documents, it is a 
good idea to let your Executor know of its existence and where it can be found.

Under no circumstances should your attach this page, or any other documents to 
your original Will .  
Your funeral will be held within a few days of your death and it will help your 
executor/s considerably if they have access to the information on this instruction 
sheet. The more specific you are, the easier it will be for them to carry out your 
wishes.
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Example: Funeral Instructions Form
You can make your Funeral Instruction page look like this, you can hand write it or 
type it.  You do not need to put in the choices as we have, you can just write or type 
what your choice or preferences are.  

I,  __________________________________________________________________
(write your full name here)

of  __________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

(put your current address in here)

direct that if I died in my own state or territory, my body or the remainder of
my body:

□ is buried/cremated at  _________________________________________
□ I’d prefer my ashes to be;

• Buried at __________________________________________________
• Kept at ___________________________________________________
• Scattered at ______________________________________________

or if I died in interstate, I direct that my body or the remainder of my body:
□ is/is not disposed of near where I died by burial/cremation;

□ my ashes/body is brought back to my state and is;
□ buried/cremated at ___________________________________________
□ I’d prefer my ashes to be;

• Buried at __________________________________________________
• Kept at ___________________________________________________
• Scattered at ______________________________________________

or if I died in overseas, I direct that my body or the remainder of my body:
□ is/is not disposed of near where I died by burial/cremation;

□ my ashes/body is brought back to Australia and is;
□ buried/cremated at ___________________________________________
□ I’d prefer my ashes to be;

• Buried at __________________________________________________
• Kept at ___________________________________________________
• Scattered at ______________________________________________

I have/have not a prepaid funeral package organised through: ______________
____________________________________________________________________

Additional Information ________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Signed: _______________________________ Dated: _______________________
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Donating Organs

If you want to donate your organs you can let your wishes be known by writing 
them down.  
On the next page we have an example of an organ donation form that you can 
use as a guide.  You can write or type your wishes onto a separate clean A4 
paper and use the heading "Organ Donation" .  

On your A4 page write if you wish to donate part or all of your body for medical or 
scientific use. Keep the completed form as a loose page with your Will. Do not attach 
this, or any other page or document to your completed Will.
You only have to watch TV current affairs shows, medical dramas or hospital reality 
shows to appreciate the importance of organ donation. To make sure your feelings 
regarding organ donation are known before you die you can write your wishes using 
the form on the next page as a guide. Donating your organs or body tissue can save 
the life of another person, but whether you do so or not is your own personal and 
individual choice. In some Australian states, you can signify your intention to be an 
organ donor on your Driver's Licence. Once you've made a decision about this very 
important issue, let your executor/s and family know.



Example: Organ Donation Form
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I,  __________________________________________________________________
(write your full name here)

of  __________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
(put your current address in here)

direct that after my death my:
(tick choices)

□ Eyes

□ Heart

□ Kidneys

□ Liver

□ Lungs

□ Pancreas

be donated to help those in need, used for transplants or research purposes.

Alternatively, I direct that after my death:

□ Any part of my body may be used for medical treatment of others.

This does/does not include scientific research.

My blood type is ______________________

Signed: _______________________________

Dated: ________________________________
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Death Certificates
The Funeral director will apply for a 
death certificate when he/she lodges 
the Death Registration. The usual 
process is that the Office will send the 
Death Certificate to the immediate 
family.
Office locations around Australia 
include the following;

DARWIN
Office of Births Deaths and Marriages 
Ground Floor, Nichols Place
Cnr Cavenagh & Bennett Streets
Darwin NT 0800
08 8999 6119
www.nt.gov.au/justice/bdm

ALICE SPRINGS
Office of Births Deaths and Marriages 
Centrepoint Building
Cnr Gregory & Hartley Streets
Alice Springs NT 0870
08 8951 5339
www.nt.gov.au/justice/bdm

SYDNEY
Registry of Births Deaths and Marriages
35 Regent Street
Chipendale NSW 2008
13 77 88
www.bdm.nsw.gov.au

PARRAMATTA
Registry of Births Deaths and Marriages
Justice Precinct Offices
160 Marsden Street
Parramatta NSW 2150
13 77 88
www.bdm.nsw.gov.au

CANBERRA
Births Deaths & Marriages
Access Canberra Service Centres
13 22 81
www.accesscanberra.act.gov.au

BRISBANE
Registry of Births Deaths and Marriages 
Level 32
180 Ann Street
Brisbane QLD 4000
13 74 68
www.qld.gov.au

ADELAIDE
Births Deaths and Marriages 
Registration Office
91-97 Grenfell Street
Adelaide SA 5000
13 18 82
www.sa.gov.au

HOBART
Births Deaths and Marriages 
Department of Justice
30 Gordons Hill Road
Rosny Park TAS 7018
1300 135 513
www.justice.tas.gov.au/bdm

MELBOURNE
Registry of Births Deaths & Marriages 
Justice Service Centres (JSC) 
1300 369 367
www.bdm.vic.gov.au

PERTH
Registry of Births Deaths and Marriages 
141 St Georges Terrace
Level 10
Perth WA 6000
1300 305 021
www.bdm.justice.wa.gov.au
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Probate offices in your capital city

ADELAIDE
Probate Registry
via CourtSA Portal
Higher Courts Registry
Sir Samuel Way Building
241-259 Victoria Square
Adelaide SA 5000
08 8204 2444
www.courts.sa.gov.au

HOBART
Probate Registry
Supreme Court of Tasmania
Salamanca Place
Hobart TAS 7000
1300 664 608
www.supremecourt.tas.gov.au

MELBOURNE
Probate Office
Supreme Court of VIC
Level 2, 436 Lonsdale Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
03 9603 9300
www.supremecourt.vic.gov.au

PERTH
Probate Office
Supreme Court Registry & Central Office
Level 11 David Malcolm Justice Centre
28 Barrack Street
Perth WA 6000
08 9421 5152
www.supremecourt.wa.gov.au

DARWIN
Probate Office
Supreme Court of NT
Supreme Court Building
State Square
Darwin NT 0800
08 8999 6562
www.supremecourt.nt.gov.au

ALICE SPRINGS
Probate Office
Alice Springs Supreme Court
14 Parsons Street
Alice Springs NT 0870
08 8951 5727
www.supremecourt.nt.gov.au

SYDNEY
Probate Office
Supreme Court of NSW
184 Phillip Street
Sydney NSW 2000
1300 679 272
www.supremecourt.justice.nsw.gov.au

CANBERRA
Probate, Administration & Foreign Grants 
The Supreme Court of the ACT
Knowles Place 
Canberra City ACT 2601 
Probate Officer: 02 6205 0000
www.courts.act.gov.au

BRISBANE
Register of Probate 
Supreme Court of QLD
415 George Street
Brisbane QLD 4000
07 3247 4313
www.courts.qld.gov.au
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Glossary

Beneficiary
Someone who inherits an item in a Will. A 
beneficiary can be a person, group of people 
or an organisation.
Bequeath
Where you dispose of an item by Will or 
when you leave an item to someone in your 
will.
Bequest
Used to describe an item left to a beneficiary.
Codicil
Describes an added page, which alters the 
contents of your Will. Usually containing an 
addition, subtraction, clarification or variation 
to something in the Will.
Contingent beneficiary
A beneficiary below an age you specify or 
who will only receive their gift on the 
happening of certain other named events.
De facto
A couple (man and woman) who live together 
who are not married.
Dependent/s
A person or people who are reliant upon you. 
Not always minors.
Estate
Everything you own is known as your estate. 
Including but not limited to; property, cash, 
debts and personal possessions.
Executor
The role of executor is to follow your 
instructions as stated in your Will. This is 
known as ‘administering your estate’. An 
executor also acts as Trustee for any 
beneficiaries’ trust.
General Bequest
A group of items left as one item in the Will. 
e.g. ‘all my household furniture’ or ‘all my
kitchen utensils’ or ‘the complete contents of
my garden shed’.
Intestacy
You are intestate if you die without leaving a 
valid Will or if the Will does not dispose 
entirely of your estate.

Legacy
A bequest of personal property in your Will. 
Usually, a legacy is used to describe a cash 
benefit.
Minor
A person who has not reached the age of 
majority. In Australia this is 18 years of age.
Probate
When a Will of a deceased person is proven 
to be valid in Court, it’s often referred to as 
Probate. ‘Grants of Probate and 
Administration’ are also known as
‘Grants of Representation’.
Residuary
Items that are left after all bequests are 
made. Anything forgotten in the Will or 
acquired since writing your Will that is not 
mentioned in the Will.
Specific Bequest
An individually characterised gift. Noted by 
specific identity in a Will.
Testamentary Dispositions
A term used to describe any previous Wills or 
Codicils you may have made in the past.
Testator
Anyone who writes a Will is known as a 
testator.
Testatrix
A female testator.
Trusts
A trust is an agreement which specifies 
particular conditions. In this case a ‘Trust for 
Minors’ is created to hold gifts aside for 
someone until they reach the age you 
specify.
Trustee
A trustee is in charge of a trust, and in this 
case, is the same as the executor.
Valid
In the case of a Will, valid means it can be 
upheld legally, or legally sound and binding.
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